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Cafe de Paris
Place du Casino
98000 Monaco

LU X P R O 2019
M O N AC O
LUXPRO is an invitation-only event for business owners,
top managers and High Net Worth Individuals.
An excellent opportunity to hear in-depth case studies
and to gain insight into the latest trends in business,
wealth and luxury.

High-Return Real Estate for Ultimate Investors

SMART WEB SOLUTIONS

Learn and benefit from selected experts, best practices
and the latest innovations.

W W W.LUXPRO.MC

LUXPROMC

LUXPROMC
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LU X P R O 2019
PROGRAMME

LU X P R O 2019
PROGRAMME

16:30 –17:00

Welcome drink

17:0 0 –18:0 0
WELCOME TO MONACO

18:30 –19:30

19:30 –20:30

WE ALTH &
PROPERT Y MANAGEMENT

LUXURY GOODS
& SERVICES

Laurent ANSELMI
Minestry of Justice

Guillaume ROSE
Monaco Economic Board

Tural MAMMADOV
TENco

Eric OQUINARENA
Ucello Blu

Monaco, monarchy and democracy

Monaco economic outline: A Unique Model

Insight to the exclusive networking

The Quantum side
of Stress and Business

Eric BRUNDAGE
Monaco Life

Matthew GARETH SHAW
Formal Trade Group

Current trends in Wealth Planning
and Wealth Structuring

How the coming Vegan takeover
will rival blockchain

One Eagle
Luxury Golf Resort

Rebwar ISMAIL
Black River

Ty MURPHY
Domos Art Advisors

Yann OLIVER
Yann Oliver

Duediligence in fine art transaction

How to have a 20% ROI in Real Estate
in one hour and three sihnatures?

Gorian VIRETTO-CIT
Spark & Partners
Monegasque SCP as relevant Legal Tool
for Finacial Assets

Xolali ZIGAN
Cash Angel

Super Yacht TV
Super Yachts World

The next generation of Intelligent
& Sustainable Submersible
Underwater Vehicles

Ribek Producciones

High-Return Real Estate for Ultimate Investors

Elena BARANOVA
Baranova Monaco
Drive for life - expert tricks

18:00 – 18:30

19:30 – 20:00

21:00 – 22:00

Refreshment break

Refreshment break

End party

Filmaking Production
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Gulshat Uzenbaeva

HONORED SPEAKER

Laurent Anselmi

Founder & CEO

gulshat@luxpro.mc
+33 631 470 470

Gulshat organized a number of prestigious
events in the Principality of Monaco,
Switzerland, UK, Europe, UAE and Russia

Gulshat has a strong Financial background having worked in the
Banking industry for 8 years. From 2009, for three years she
also pursued a political career by being elected to the Youth
Public Chamber of the City District Council of Ufa, with the
Committee on legal affairs. During these years Gulshat organized
and conducted social and charity events for children and the
underprivileged, combined with her main occupation as Branch
Manager of the retail bank, where she worked from 2005 to
2010. Gulshat arrived in the Principality of Monaco in 2011 and
continued her banking career in Royal Bank of Scotland Group
(Coutts & Co Private Bank), and then followed another one of
her passions, entering the Art business and finally accepting an
appointment as Gallery Director.

Economic Board and Founder & CEO of
LUXPRO Business Events Company based

MONACO GOVERNMENT
SERVICES AS:

• Junior officer,
Litigation and legislative Department,
Ministry of State, 1989-1995

From 2014 on, she was the catalyst and organizer in Monaco
each year of successful cultural events such as a Russian Ballet
and Opera with up to 2 thousand spectators with Her Royal
Highness The Princess of Hanover and other important guests.

• Secretary in Chief, National Council

Gulshat is a Brand Ambassador and writes articles for several
life-style and fashion magazines and luxury blogs, as well as
being a special guest at different International Film Festivals,
a judge in international beauty competitions and coauthor of a
book about the Global Citizen.

Department of Justice, 2000-2003

He was appointed by H.S.H. Prince Albert II as Advisor to His
Cabinet (2005-2008) and Delegate for Legal Affairs before His
Government (2008-2017).
He has been adjunct professor at the International University
of Monaco (I.U.M.), between 2003 and 2009 and Member of
European Commission for democracy through law (Venice
Commission) of the Council of Europe in 2016 and 2017.

• Director of legislative affairs,
Ministry of State, 2003-2005
• Director of legal affairs,

One of her last activities as a Producer was a project with H.S.H.
Charlene, Princess of Monaco.

He has been, subsequently, assistant lecturer at this Law
School (constitutional law, political and administrative science,
international relations) and worked for the Legal Affairs
Department of the Local Council of Nice (1986-1989).

(Monaco legislative assembly), 1998-2000
• Secretary General,

in Monaco.

Student at the Law School of the University of Nice-SophiaAntipolis, he obtained a Master’s degree in public and private
law (Fr. Maîtrise en droit) in 1983 and in 1985, an Advanced
University Degree, in fundamental public law (Fr. Diplôme
d’études approfondies de droit public fundamental - D.E.A.)

• Senior officer, Public works and social affairs
Department, Ministry of State, 1995-1998

Federation.
Currently Gulshat is a Member of Monaco

Laurent ANSELMI is a Monegasque lawyer. Since October
2017, he has been Head of the Department of Justice of the
Principality of Monaco (Fr. Directeur des Services Judiciaires).

Ministry of State, 2005.

Along with his current position, Laurent ANSELMI is the President
of the Council of State, Secretary General of the Chancellery
of the Order of Saint Charles and Chairman of the National
Committee for the Monegasque Language.
He is also involved in motor sports as Vice-President of the
International Tribunal of the Federation Internationale Automobile
(F.I.A.)

Monaco
www.luxpro.mc

Monaco
www.gouv.mc

He has authored several conferences, articles and publications
about Monaco law.
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Guillaume Rose
Chief Executive Officer of the Monaco Economic Board

info@meb.mc
+377 97 98 68 68

As the new CEO of MEB,
Guillaume Rose’s objectives are:
• to coordinate and federate parapublic
entities as cultural, scientific and sports

Since 21 March 2019, Executive Director General of the Monaco
Economic Board (MEB), a non-profit association responsible
for promoting the business community in the Principality and
actively participating in its development on a local level and
abroad.
He returned to Monaco with a Master degree in Film Studies at
Sorbonne Paris, in 1997 to work in communications at Société
des Bains de Mer. Scaling his way up the ladder, he became
head of the department responsible for promoting gaming. After
obtaining a Corporate MBA at the International University of
Monaco, he set off for Las Vegas and MGM Mirage, where he
learnt about job responsibilities at casino-hotel type of venues.

related to rise their visibility on the
international arena.
• to develop international networks with
the invaluable input of the ten offices

After his return to Monaco, he carried out an audit of all of the
reservations and sales departments at SBM Group, and shortly
became the Executive Assistant to the CEO before managing
the Communications Department.

representing ‘Monaco Destination’ around
the world.

Monaco
www.meb.mc

Throughout his years with SBM, he nurtured links between
the latter and the movies, notably by authorising filming for
Ocean's 12, Iron Man 2, The Counterfeiters and many others.
He also hosted poker tournaments such as MonteCarlo Millions,
PokerStars and European Poker Tour.
Driven by a desire to serve his country more directly, Guillaume
Rose joined the Principality's Tourism Department in June 2010,
as Deputy Director. The following year he became the President
of the Monaco Tourist Authority of the Principality of Monaco.
One of his main goals were to promote Principality of Monaco
as a premium tourist destination and opening up new incoming
markets.
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Eric Brundage
CEO of Allurus Global

ebrundage@sandspringpartners.com
+1 (917) 679 71 47

Eric Brundage, CEO of Allurus Global, is a well known consultant
to family offices on matters of wealth planning and wealth
structuring and is a frequent speaker at family office conferences
on these issues. Allurus also assists clients with the acquisition
or sale of alternative assets.
Mr. Brundage began his career as a corporate and securities
lawyer and is admitted to the Bar in the states of California, Texas
and New York. He has also held various securities licenses. Over
the last 25 years, Mr. Brundage has worked with family offices
and their advisors around the globe helping them to protect
their assets and to structure their holdings in transparent and
tax compliant strategies.
Mr. Brundage is also the owner and publisher of Monaco Life,
one of the Principality’s leading sources of news and information.
His personal interests include golf, diving and anything else his
knees still allow him to do and he is passionate about art and
art history.

Monaco
www.monacolife.net

MONACO LIFE
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Gorian Viretto-Cit
Founder

Gorian counsels private individuals on their international tax
problematics backed by a strong experience on international
tax affairs. Gorian acts also as private advisor of several family
offices and law firms in Monaco and abroad.
legal@spark.partners
+337 97 77 70 00

Founding Partner of Spark and Partners Multi Family Office,
he is recognized for his ability to use international legal tools.
Gorian is fluent in French, Italian and English.

Maria Perekopskaia
Partner

Maria manages on daily basis HNWI clients affairs and brought
her expertise in contract law, corporate law, Russian legislation
and perform due diligence on transactions concerning real estate and business assets in international framework. She also
deals with relocation matters, notably for Russian clients.
Maria has a double law degree in French and Russian law specialised in business law at the University Paris Ouest Nanterre
La Défense, as well as a Master 2 degree specialised in competition and contracts law at the University Versailles.
Maria is fluent in French, Russian and English.

Monaco
spark.partners

SPARK & PARTNERS
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Matthew Gareth Shaw
International Division Manager

mgs@formaltrade.com
+44 7896 36 32 72

Formaltrade is a regulated private group of wealth management
specialists with many decades of combined experience in the
largest and most liquid market in the world. The Formaltrade
Group coordinates with specific trade stations that are located
separately and are independently protected at different
locations worldwide. The endowment is a bespoke and external,
discretionary portfolio/fund manager, that offer HNW clients a
positive and protected historical return, which is independent of
trends in the financial markets.

Formaltrade is a regulated private group
of wealth management specialists with
many decades of combined experience
in the largest and most liquid market in
the world.

Client will be provided their own specified & protected certificate/
instrument, held in their own account anywhere and available at
any time.
• Formaltrade works alongside the world’s largest banks and
institutions, using internal trade tool systems and greatest
possible liquidity, to achieve the highest profit with top security.

Sweden
www.formaltradegroup.com

Transparency, Security, Profitability



The Management Method
Client purchases tradable
certificate/instrument directly at their
own bank, with the value always
protected by issuer bank and ONLY
managed by Formaltrade Group.

Actively Managed Certificate (AMC)
Introduced AMC’s are available and provided for the appropriate
client to purchase.
This way of management, the client owns a tradable certificate/
instrument and the value will always be protected by the bank
and only ever managed by the Formaltrade Group.

Actively Managed Certificate (AMC)
Introduced AMC’s are available and
provided for the appropriate client
to purchase.

Performance

Ƭ


"Client will be provided their own
specified & protected certificate/
instrument, held in their own
account anywhere and available
at any time"

The Formaltrade Group coordinates
with specific trade stations that are
located separately and are
independently protected at different
locations worldwide.

The endowment is a bespoke and
external, discretionary portfolio/fund
manager, that offer HNW clients a
positive and protected historical return,
which is independent of trends in the
financial markets.

 
 

 




Formaltrade Group works alongside the
world’s largest banks and institutions,
using internal trade tool systems and
greatest possible liquidity, to achieve the
highest profit with top security.
www.FormaltradeGroup.com

Copyright © 2019 Formaltrade / Formaltrade Group – Disclaimer Reserved - All Rights Reserved.
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Yann Olivier

Yann Oliver

Founder

vip@yannolivier.com
+33 626 576 976

You’ve already had a remarkable career. You make the right
decisions, and you always make them in a timely manner.
You’re quick to recognize opportunities and you know how to
calculate risk perfectly. Now you’d like to take the next step in
your personal growth.
YANN OLIVIER® is a most exclusive service that helps high networth individuals and their families to realize massive returns in
short-term rentals real estate. Our consultancy programs provide
you with a seamless solution that is simple and effective.

Real estate Investor, international
Entrepreneur and Award-winning
Journalist, Yann-Olivier Bricombert is
well know for being the high-returns
properties Expert in France. Born and
raised in Martinique, he is the founder
and CEO of YANN OLIVIER®, a french

We provide you with the best property investment opportunities,
starting at 15% return yields, services, and advice to enable
you to achieve effortless positive results and returns for your
investment. Real estate investing shouldn’t take more than one
hour of your life. Our expertise in finding desirable locations and
high-quality properties means that your investments are good
business right from the moment of purchase.

company that brings an exclusive
and new approach in the real estate
investment space.

France
www.yannolivier.com

A team of experienced professionals will take care of all the
necessary steps in the process, so you don’t need to clog up
your already-busy agenda any further. We know how to make the
most of your property so that it works for you – without requiring
your presence or undivided attention. We value excellence, offer
a highly tailored service, and above all, genuine connections
with our clients.

High-Return Real Estate for Ultimate Investors

Investing in property should not take any
more than one hour away from your life

Why work with us
• Exceptional profitability
• Turnkey project managed from start to finish
• Finding profitable properties, acquisition paperwork, financing
options, renovation, and rental management
• Bespoke advice to optimise wealth and family situation

Apply Now
High-Return Real Estate for Ultimate Investors

vip@yannolivier.com

+33 626 576 976

www.yannolivier.com
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Xolali Zigah
CEO & Founder

xolali@cash-angel.com
+33 695 534 93 37

Native of France, Xolali Zigah has more a scientific background
than a financial one. He first graduated with a bachelor's
degree in Mathematics but rapidly became really interested
in investments, economics and finance. So he embarked on
studies in Finance and obtained a double Masters in Market and
Corporate Finance.
He wanted to become a trader in the City of London. When he
was rejected at his interview, he decided to become independent
and looked for the most profitable investment opportunities.
After 7 years, he became an expert in high yield investments
and a crypto-millionaire trader.

France
www.cash-angel.com

When
pays you
you
When investment
investment pays
more
expected
more than expected
Cash Angel

High
expert
High return
return investment expert
Cryptomillionaire
trader
Cryptomillionaire trader
ROI from
from 50% to 144% per
ROI
per year
year

By Xolali Zigah
By
Xolali Zigah
vip@cash-angel.com
vip@cash-angel.com
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Tural Mammadov
Founder & CEO

Tural Mammadov is a businessman despite his young age. He
is already the CEO of his own company, TENco: a Switzerland
based luxury lifestyle management company.
contact@tenco.ch
+41 79 365 10 21

Tural has spent years building meaningful relationships with the
most renowned luxury brands, places and events from everywhere in the World. Part of his mission, and the one of his team,
is to introduce you to this extremely exclusive network.
TENco is about much more than just access. It is about the experience.
In the past, Tural has also worked in multiple industries, such as
banking and human ressourcces, where he always had to work
closely and act as an advisor to his clients and partners, in order
to satisfy their needs by adding as much value and creativity as
possible. Just like he does at TENco.

Switzerland
www.tenco.ch
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Elena Baranova
Professor Doctor Elena Baranova

baranova.monaco@gmail.com
+33 6 80 86 96 38

MD, PhD, HDR, is renowned for her advanced expertise
in Genomics, Anti-ageing and her brilliance in diagnostics.
Professor Elena Baranova, Europe’s leading expert, can now
show you how to harness this knowledge and use it to change
your genetic direction, leading to an abundance of youthful
vitality that will transform your life.
Professor Baranova has created a professional New GENEration
line of REGENE PRODUCTS® a range of food supplements for
optimisation of gene activity.
The products are specifically designed in line with Prof.
Baranova's formulas, have top quality purified ingredients and
a direct gene activation effect, which contributes to rejuvenation
and anti-ageing, as well as anti-fatigue / anti-stress.

Monaco
www.baranovamonaco.com
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Pr Eric Oquinarena, M.D, PhD, DDS
Quantum Therapies, Advanced Stress Management, Quantum
Esthetics, Biophysical anti-aging

«Uccello Blu Concept» represents a revolutionary approach
in the fields of Quantum Therapies, Stress management, well
beeing, prevention and anti aging.
info@uccello-blu.com
+39 3458 04 99 74

Pr Eric Oquinarena, international expert in Quantum Medicine, has
developed a multicentric diagnosis and therapy program, using
the latest discoveries in biophysics, psychoneurophysiology,
quantum biology and energetic therapies , designed to determine
with great accuracy the best therapies to help you not only to
feel better, but to reach your full potential, physically, psychically
and intellectually.
For YOU, we have created personalized programs designed to
improve your professional and personal life. For you and your
staff, our « Stress Management Strategies » will improve your
health, your professional efficiency, your energy level, will give
you a better sleep, a wider view on all the aspects of your life.
Highly personalized because you are unique, each of our
program will focus on Your personal specificities at physical,
biological, emotional, psychological and energetical levels. With
our High tech measure and treatment devices.
Be yourself a little bit more, Welcome to the future of Health and
Well beeing »
Pr Eric Oquinarena

Italy
www.uccello-blu.com

Ucello Blu
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EON
info@eon-group.ru
+7(495) 748 92 94

PA R T N E R S

Ekonomika i Oformlenie Nedvizhimosti (Joint-stock Company)
was established in 2015 in order to create a leading company in
the market for services in the field of land and property relations.
The Company's management, which has a huge experience
(more than 15 years), is successfully engaged in solving
problems of any complexity, which usually can not be solved
without special knowledge.
Our Company offers to the holders of rights in major construction
objects and land plots an audit of real estate objects with
subsequent development of non-standard ideas for the purpose
of improving the economic efficiency of management of
company’s property.
The most important principles in our
level of skills and professionalism
operational efficiency, effectiveness
of provided services, maintenance
among competitors.

work with clients are: high
of employees, efficiency,
and assurance of quality
of impeccable reputation

Projects, which were successfully implemented over the years,
allowed our customers to save approx. 30-40% on optimization
of mandatory payments.
Our partners and contractors are among the best specialists
within their fields, which allows us to comprehensively implement
almost any task with minimal time and money spent.
We offer an individual approach to each client, because quite
often the problem requires a multifaceted, comprehensive study,
each case is special and needs to be studied separately.
We present to your attention the list of services provided by
Ekonomika i Oformlenie Nedvizhimosti (Joint-stock Company)
(Schedule 1), which may be most relevant today and much
needed in our field for a potential client.

Russia
www.eon-group.ru
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Ty Murphy
Art Advisor

info@domos.uk
+44 7779 97 77 69

Mr Ty Murphy is an internationally recognised Fine Art
Advisor, speaker, publisher and author. He regularly speaks
on topics such as Due Diligence in Fine Art Transactions,
The Role of the Art Advisor, Investing in Fine Art, Family
Office 101 and Due Diligence in the Family Office Space.
He is the UK Chair of the Global Fine Arts Awards which
recognises the best-curated art and design exhibitions and
installations around the world. He is also a regular guest
contributor to a variety of magazines and news media including
Family Office Magazine and Art and Museum Magazine.
He is speaking at the LUXPRO event on the topic of "Due
Diligence in Fine Art Transactions" which looks at a Responsible
Art Market and due diligence on behalf of the client.

United Kingdom
www.domos.uk
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Rebwar Ismail
Rebwar Ismail is the founder and CEO of Black River.

Black River is his dream project and he has invested his years
of experience and knowledge in designing and developing the
suitable strategies for launching the business operations.
rebwar.ismail@blackriver.technology

Black River - an underwater technological
solutions company, dedicated to exploring,

Rebwar Ismail likes to take charge by continually engaging with
the business associates and employees to ensure all plans
and strategies are discussed so that they can be executed
to perfection. Of course, being an open-minded person, he
is always open to ideas that can fortify a strong hold position
supported by sound logic. Furthermore, he believes that each
new day is an opportunity to learn something new. He is never
afraid of trying new things and new methods in order to achieve
the best results.

understanding and developing the
underwater world.
Born out of a desire to understand the
mysterious underwater world so we can learn
from it and explore it's value, this innovative

Rebwar always strives to set the bar higher. His motivation and
commitment to excellence will ensure the expansion of the
project, and a solid position in the market. In his professional
career, he has vast experience in technology issues and
solutions.

project aims to develop technologically
advanced submersible vehicles that have the
capabilities for deep-sea exploration

Sweden
blackriver.technology

Furthermore, he has an open-minded approach to new ideas
and welcomes creativity. He has also worked in different
organizations exposing him to vast scenarios and gaining
diverse knowledge and experience. This has allowed him to
develop professionally, enabling him to prosper in any given
scenario, tackle varying problems and maintain composure in
difficult situations.
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One Eagle
experience@one-eagle.mc
+377 93 25 06 68

PA R T N E R S

The ONE EAGLE golf store and Fitting Center is located in
the heart of Monte-Carlo. In a very contemporary setting, the
team has endeavored to make a selection of the premium golf
brands such as CALLAWAY, HONMA, and TITLEIST. The shop
also offers ready-to-wear from premium brands: BOGNER,
KJUS, RALPH LAUREN, COLMAR, GOLDBERGH and BRAX. At
season’s snowfall, you can then discover the winter collections
of trendy, chic and technical clothing from these brands.
To understand and improve your golf ball flight, trajectory and
discover new sensations, a team of professionals will welcome
you in the Fitting Studio. An area dedicated to test the golf clubs
and get fitted by using the “PGA Tour Approved” golf simulator.
Moreover, ONE EAGLE and its team offer several services such
as the organization of golf events, the GOLF IN THE SEA, the
management of Fashion Shows and lately the amazing ONE
EAGLE EXPERIENCE.
More information available at:
www.one-eagle.mc/experiences/

Monaco
www.one-eagle.mc

samihasellier@yahoo.fr
+33 497 07 31 70

France

SILVER
EXPLORER

Dolfinance s.a.r.l. is a financial advisor
and arranger with more than 30 years
experience in financing Megayachts,
luxury and expedition cruiseships and
passenger ferries. Ask us for any maritime
finance linked project and we shall be
happy to guide you.

CONTACT

Hugo Modderman
Dolfinance s.a.r.l.
Le Mirabel
4, Avenue des Citronniers
MC 98000 Monaco
+377 97706700
info@dolfinance.mc
www.dolfinance.mc

SUNRAYS

WEB
DEVELOPMENT

WEB
DESIGN

GRAPHIC
DESIGN

BRANDING

SERVER
HOSTING
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ART & MUSEUM MAGAZINE INCLUDED

FAMILY OFFICE

MAGAZINE
SPRING 2019 ISSUE

MS HINDUJA S.P. SHANU
CHAIR HINDUJA BANK SWITZERLAND

FAMILY OFFICES - UHNWI - WEALTH MANAGEMENT- PHILANTHROPY - LUXURY - LIFESTYLE
Subscription €99 per year

www.familyofficemag.com
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HONG KONG

Мода

ЗАПУСК

КАК
РУССКИЕ
ОДЕЛИ
ВСЕХ

ЧАСОВОЙ
БУТИК

ART IN TIME

в Монако
ROGER
DUBUIS
И СУПЕРКАРЫ

Анастасия

ВОРОНЦОВА

PROFESSIONAL EDITION
SEA TRIAL
spring 2019

ÅRETS AVIS – PÅ NETT OG PAPIR

&
ARTMUSEUM

Vi sjekket inn blant milliardærene
på den franske rivieraen. Side 46–54

Gammelt
skrot ble en
gullgruve
Side
20–25,
gasellene

Spring Issue 2019

Monte
Carlo!

www.dn.no

Kvittet seg
med skammen

’’

Har du
noensinne
hørt om en
kvinne som
har foreslått
å bygge en
skyskraper?

Gjorde
rent bord

LUXPROMC

LUXPROMC

LUXPROMC

Dollar
8,36

Euro
3 øre

9,51

Pund
3 øre

10,71

100 SEK
2 øre

91,54

20 øre

TheGLAM

Kastet ut
av Frp, ble sjef
i et av verdens
største prbyråer
Foto: Paul S. Amundsen

Foto: Wingårdhs
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Startet renholdsselskap med en kompis. Side 18–19

Side 58–61, Magasinet

YUKIKO UEZONO:

BORN TO BRING HARMONY

Nå blir
selskapet
priset til 300
millioner

Henriette
Salvesen,
arkitekt

COVER STORY

De kjempet seg ut av
den vonde følelsen.
Side 31–40

Erik Dalland (26) ante
ikke hva han skulle gjøre
etter studiene:

Portrett:
Lars Erik Grønntun
Side 62–24

SISTERS:
story of success

Foto: Mikaela Berg

27. oktober 2018

Nøkkeltall

Foto: Gunnar Lier

Heisann,
UKE 43 NR. 249 – Årg. 129
Løssalg kr. 59

Fredag 26. oktober kl. 16.30

DIOR, САМОЛЕТЫ
И ОХОТА

Oslo Børs

Nordsjøolje

Pengemarkedsrente

862,80

76,37

1,14

-1,22 %

-0,23 USD

1 basispunkt

ART
DUBAI
2019

Beauty for body,
harmony for soul

LEGENDS
ON FIRE

ELENA
MARTEMIANOVA
The voice of Italy

WOMEN WHO

RULE THE WORLD
THE MOST INFLUENTIAL AND POWERFUL
HEROINES OF ALL TIMES

LU X P R O 2019
N E W D EST I N AT I O N S
®

events ◆ experiences
luxury lifestyle
by

Alexandra della Porta Rodiani
Productions

w w w.st mor it zs ou l.c om
+4 1 7 8 9 5 1 2 3 65

◆

info@st mor itzs ou l.com

Dubai

Stockholm

Beijing

Geneva

LU X P R O 2019
C O N TACT S
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Gulshat Uzenbaeva

Asselle Kirisheva

Founder & CEO

Representative

+33 631 470 470

+33 667 498 706

gulshat@luxpro.mc

asselle@luxpro.mc

LUXPROMC

LUXPROMC

LUXPROMC

